
Mile High Heaven 

Race Track 

 

Location:  

West of RB on Greenville Road 

History: 

In the late nineteen sixties, just outside of Rancho Bonito and a few miles from the reservoir, a race 

track was built by a man named Miles High. It consisted of a quarter mile drag strip and a two mile 

round track which circled the entire complex. From 1969 to 1990 it was very popular as cheap and 

enjoyable entertainment for local and out of town race fans.  

In 1992, Miles High died and the racetrack was shut down. It sat empty for a long time as the title was 

owned by one of Miles relatives in another country and he never did anything with the property. In the 

mid-nineties, High School kids from Rancho Bonito, Livermore, and other close towns hit upon the idea 

of using the track for racing. It kept their vehicles off the streets and, because the track was out of town, 

the police didn’t bother them. The kids officially renamed the track as “Mile High Heaven” because it 

was to them ‘heaven sent’ as a place they could do their activities in peace. Because of this a loose 

association of street racers work together and practice safe racing, which endangers no one, but those 

involved. 



Mile High Heaven is seen frequently in the game as a place of socializing and heavy street competition. 

Cars race there from every school in the area on the weekends and occasional week night and the RB 

Police give the place some leeway as it keeps the street racing off the roads of the city. 

Recently in late March of 2002, the military took over the race track and began using it as a staging 

ground as per the presidential orders to seize all Supers. 

Recently, Shawn Crane bought Mile High Heaven and has spent some time refurbishing the facilities. 

Everyone in Rancho Bonito is excited at the opportunity to enjoy the race track again. 


